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Surgisys’

programs allow for growth and expansion
in your practice and can also answer your
critical need for pay for performance (P4P),
compliance and accreditation without having
to change your current practice software.

The Surgisys suite of Interactive Medical Assessment Programs

point. click. assess.

O U R M I S S I O N I S S I MPLE: Assist
healthcare providers in making more
informed decisions in order to provide
the highest quality of care, ensure
compliance, and maximize efﬁciency
and proﬁtability through physician
and sonographer-created technology.

8595 Picardy Ave, Suite 320 Baton Rouge, LA 70809-3875
Ph: 888-243-1202

F: 866-530-7180 www.surgisys.com

solutions
Your data. Your knowledge. At your ﬁngertips 24/7.

We all strive to be better at what we
do, especially in our practices. That’s
why Surgisys was created – to help better
manage

our

practice

and

our

patient’s

Surgisys melds information technology with superb medical and clinical
know how. Intrinsically weaving practice management into speciﬁc reporting
needs, such as vascular and echo ultrasound or carotid intervention, the iMAP
programs require no special training to easily fax or upload information to a
secure internet portal. The information is then recorded by the Surgisys staff
into your database from which you can request custom reports at any time.
In addition Surgisys provides customizable data project reports that deliver
high value outcomes. Our ability to adapt to your changing needs, variables
and topics assures information integrity and usefulness for the long haul.

outcomes. We focus on medical and surgical

Questions to Consider:
1. Is your vascular or echo lab accredited?
2. Do you consistently monitor the competency and
performance of your staff?
3. Are you satisﬁed with your referral base?
4. Are your documented outcomes readily available?
Whether it’s the pursuit of accreditation, compliance, pay for performance,
practice management or all of the above, in the end you can easily
demonstrate your commitment to the highest level of patient care by
utilizing the iMAP solutions provided by Surgisys. Our powerful information
technology platform and service oriented work ﬂow practices, created by
vascular professionals, will help you achieve your goals.

data analysis projects from conception to

implementation

outcomes. Our internet-based, interactive
assessment

programs
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Surgisys’s iMAP programs are unique because they provide a complete
package--from input of data to printed outcome reports, including an
objective summary evaluation report by our accreditation team who are
experts in vascular and echo ultrasound. In essence, we have created a nohassle process for you and your staff.

most

managing
management

A project manager, dedicated to your account, will provide for:

data. • Developed by working physicians

1. Evaluation & Planning — Work with your staff to create parameters and
speciﬁc data sets needed in order to provide the tracking reports you require.

and sonographers who saw an analysis and

2. Creation of Quick Forms — Form(s) used by your staff in collecting data.
This form is simply e-faxed or uploaded directly to the Surgisys secure webportal housed at a SAS 70 Data Center.

reporting void in their own practices,
Surgisys, and the iMAP suite of programs

3. Data Entry — Yes. Surgisys is responsible for the data entry. Surgisys will
receive and verify information to make sure it is correct and complete. No
need for you to hire extra personnel or burden your current staff.

provides in-depth solutions that address
all aspects of your practice — a scalable,

4. Data Analysis — Surgisys’ team of vascular experts query and analyze
the information as determined by the parameters you speciﬁed during the
evaluation and planning stage.

multi-level product that does not entail

advantages
a learning curve for staff and is fully
customizable to your speciﬁc needs.

The database engine developed by Surgisys has a powerful yet simple
input interface that allows for both business operations and clinical oriented
reporting. This reporting capability, diligently overseen by your dedicated
project manager, sets Surgisys apart, and provides you the most cuttingedge clinical outcome analysis and reporting technology on the market.
Our focus is excellent customer service in every aspect of business. Our
state-of-the-art, Internet-based application and hosting services allow you
to log in anytime, anywhere and view project progress and perform basic
queries for immediate analysis.

5. Report Compilation — Surgisys’ sonographers compile the analyzed
and reviewed data to create a professional report for your organization,
inclusive of an objective evaluation summary that notes areas that have
improved as well as those that still require improvement. This report will
reﬂect your status relative to the accreditation standards for each area
of testing performed as well as other data that was speciﬁed during the
planning and evaluation stage.
6. Report Printing & Delivery — Surgisys prints and binds the professional
report(s) then delivers the document per client instructions. If you would prefer,
a member of our team can verbally present the report at the time of delivery.

